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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks.

1. (a) Differentiate Harvard and Princeton

processor architectures. 10

8. (a) Draw and explain block diagram of PIC

16 CXX. 15

(b) What are various design considerations

while interfacing ultrasonic sensor with

PIC ? 5
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(b) Explain microcontroller memory types.

10

2. (a) Discuss concept of pipelining in PIC

microcontroller. 10

(b) Give examples to explain following

instructions : 10

(i) morlw

(ii) swapf

(iii) ref

(iv) iorcuf

(v) clrw.

3. (a) Explain timer 2 scalar initialization for

OSC = 4910 MHz to obtain interrupts

every 2 ms. 10

(b) Discuss functioning of each fit of

following registers : 10

(i) PIE 1

(ii) PIR 2

(iii) TMR 2

(iv) Status.

4. (a) Which pin is used for external Interrupt

input in PIC micro computer. Explain its

usage and significane. 10

(b) Explain the use of Timer O with

prescaler. 10

5. (a) What are various registers used to

program SPI ? 10

(b) Enlist various development tools in

Embedded System Design. 5

(c) Give merits and demerits of using

assembly language programming style. 5

6. (a) Write an ALP to generate/minute delay

using PIC microcontroller. 10

(b) What are various arithmetic instructions

in PIC microcontroller (PIC 16CXX) ?

Explain with examples. 10

7. (a) Interface a temperature sensor with PIC

16 CXX. 10

(b) What is structure and register file in PIC ?

10
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